We investigated the SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mills system on a time-dependent cylindrical symmetric space time. The stability of the resulting non-abelian spinning string is analyzed using the multiple-scale method. To first order a consistent set of equations is obtained. From the numerical investigation, wave-like solutions are found under reasonable initial conditions, consistent with the familiar string-like features. However, a throughout analysis is necessary whether or not the solution is topological stable
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we derive the field equation on a cylindrical symmetric space time. In Sec. III we outline the multiple-scale method and in Sec. IV we apply the method to the system under consideration. In Sec. V we present the numerical results and in Sec. VI we summarize and analyze our results.
II. THE FIELD EQUATIONS OF THE EINSTEIN YANG-MILLS SYSTEM
Consider the Lagrangian of the SU(2) EYM system
with the YM field strength
g the gauge coupling constant, G Newton's constant, A a µ the gauge potential, and R the curvature scalar. The field equations then become
3)
D µ F µνa = 0, (2.4) with T the energy-momentum tensor
5)
and D the gauge-covariant derivative,
Let us consider the cylindrical space time
where Ω, f and ω are functions of t and r. The problem is, which ansatz one needs for the YM field. It is often argued that Einsteins gravity on a three dimensional space time shows some similarity with Chern Simons theory with the Poincaré group being the underlying gauge group. So when trying to find the dimensional reduction for the stationary axially symmetric EYM system, one can be guided by the results found by using the (2+1)+1 reduction scheme suggested by Maeda, Sasaki, Nakamura and Miyama [21] , and later worked out by Gal'tsov [22] . One writes in a simplified version
Here a is the dynamical part of the YM field, parameterized by a 2D complex abelian oneform, Φ a 3D Higgs field and Ψ a matrix-valued scalar. The YM-part of the Lagrangian can then be written as
and a prime denoting the partial derivative with respect to ϕ. Let us consider the following parameterization
with τ i the usual set of orthonormal vectors. From the condition T tt − T rr = 0, we obtain
From the Einstein equations and the YM equations we obtain the set of partial differential equations for Ω, f, ω, Φ 1 , Φ 2 and W 1 . It follows from a combination of the YM equations, that A 1 and A 2 can be expressed in Φ 1 and Φ 2 :
,
For the gauge ∂ t A 2 = ∂ r A 1 and hence ∂ 2 t A i − ∂ 2 r A i = 0, we obtain the equations (for the special case Φ 2 = 0)
Before we proceed with the numerical investigation of this system of equations , we study the equations in the multiple-scale approximation.
III. THE EYM EQUATIONS IN THE MULTIPLE SCALE FORMULATION
Let us consider a manifold M with two different scales, i.e., a mapping from M × R into the space of metrics on M:
We set ξ ≡ ωΠ(x), with Π a phase function on M of dimension of length and ω a large parameter of dimension (length) −1 .
The multiple-scale method assumes that the metric g µν and the YM-potentials A a µ can be written as
where ξ ≡ ωΠ(x σ ) and Π a phase function. The parameter ω measures the ratio of the fast scale to the slow one. The rapid variation only occur in the direction of the vector l σ ≡ ∂Π ∂x σ . For a function Ψ(x σ ; ξ) one has
We consider here the case where the magnitude of the perturbation h µν of the metric with respect to the backgroundḡ µν is of order ω −1 (for different possibilities, such as for example with the leading term in the metric expansion of order ω −2 , see Taub [10] ). Further, we will consider here the hypersurfaces Π(x σ ) = cst as wave fronts for the background metricḡ, so (Eikonal equation)
Substituting the expansions of the field variables into the equations and collecting terms of equal orders of ω, one obtains propagation equations forḂ a µ ,C a µ ,ḣ µν andk µν and 'backreaction' equations forḡ µν andĀ a µ . It will be clear from the propagation equation that there will be a coupling between the high-frequency gravitational field and the high-frequency behavior of A a µ when the singularity will be approached. First we substitute the expansions Eq. (3.2) and (3.3) into the YM-equation Eq. (2.4). We obtain for the order ω equation
For the order ω 0 -equation we obtain
with Υ λ µν ≡ 1 2ḡ σλ (l µḣνσ − l νḣµσ − l σḣµν ). Substituting the expansions into the Einstein equations Eq. (2.3), we obtain for the order ω equation
For the ω 0 -equation we obtain
withR µν the background Ricci tensor and R (0) µν an expression ink, hḧ,ḣ 2 andḣ (see Choquet-Bruhat [8] ). We can simplify the equations considerable. If we use Eq. 5, then Eq. 11 becomes l µBa µ = 0, (3.10) so for periodic B a µ we have l µ B a µ = 0. (3.11)
Using Eq. 13 and Eq. 15 we obtain from Eq. 12 soḂ a νḂ νa is not conserved, unless the right-hand side is zero. Multiplying Eq. 19 with l ν , we obtain
For the choice l ν h νµ = 0 and hence from Eq. 13 h = 0, the equations simplify again. Integrating Eq. 14 with respect to ξ, we obtain
with τ the period of high-frequency components. In the right-hand side we have the backreaction term due to the high-frequency gravitational perturbation, the high-frequency YMperturbations and the background energy-momentum termT . Substitution back Eq. 22 into Eq. 14, we obtain the perturbation equations for h µν
IV. AN APPROXIMATE WAVE SOLUTION TO SECOND ORDER
On the metric Eq. (2.7) we have for the tetrad component: l µ = (−1, 1, 0, 0) and l µ = 1 Ω 2 (1, 1, 0, 0), which implies that the divergence of the null congruence l µ becomes
as it should be. From Eq. (3.6) we obtain B a 0 = −B a 1 , or, in the notation of Eq. (2.12), A Now substituting the expansions Eq.(3.2) and (3.3) into the propagation and backreaction equations, we obtain a set of differential equations to second order in . We took for simplicity Φ 2 = 0. First of all, we obtain some conditions, in order to make the equations consistent:
Further, for the first order perturbations we obtain ∂ tȦ
2r +ḟ (1) 2f
with w = (t − √ t 2 − r 2 )/r and a and b arbitrary constants. One can generate a two-soliton solution and it is found that near the axis log(Ω 2 f ), which also describes the 'C-energy', does not approach zero. So some matter field must act as a possible source of the two-soliton field. This curious conclusion can also be formulated in context of the cosmic string with mass unit length m = p/(2p − 2), with p a constant originating from the static solution f = r 2p , Ω = ar p 2 −p , which on his turn is related to the angle deficit of the string. When a 'Rosen'-pulse ln f = t−r 0 f (β)/ (t − β) 2 − r 2 is emitted log(Ω 2 f ) changes by an amount −k 2 , where k depends solely on f (β). So after the pulse, one has a different string, which let Marder [34] to conclude that the mass per unit length has decreased by an amount of ∼ k 2 . Because log(Ω 2 f ) is related to the 'C'-energy, this confirms that the waves carry away energy and are evidently generated by a source on the axis. So a continuous change in the parameter p may produce suddenly and inexplicable change in physical meaning.
From the Einstein-Maxwell case [18, 20] it is known that there exist stable open cosmic strings coupled with gravity and electromagnetism. When gravitational and electromagnetic waves are generated,the angle deficit is increased asymptotically and near the axis independent of the coupling of the Maxwell field to gravity. Further, it was emphasized that the electromagnetic waves do contribute to the rotation of the spacetime by effecting the "dragging" of the Killing field ∂ ∂z . In our EYM case we solved Eq.(2.15)-(2.19) for the initial values (see figures 1 and 2) Ω(0, r) = C 1 r p 2 −p , f(0, r) = C 2 r 2p , ω(0, r) = e −r 2 , Φ(0, r) = 1 − e −r , W 1 (0, r) = C 3 r r 2 + 1 , (5.2)
with C i some constants. In the case of solution 2, we took a different initial W 1 (0, r), i.e., W 1 (0, r) = −3/(1 + 2e −r 2 ) + 2. We used a 44x47 grid and applied the method of lines with cubic Hermite polynomials. In a long-time run, we obtain a wave-like solution with asymptotically a constant angle deficit. In order to deduce, in a more general setting of Eq. (2.8), whether or not the solution is topological stable, we must solve the perturbations equation to higher order. Further, one has to match the interior of the string on the exterior. This is currently under study by the author.
